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Nowadays, several options are available to treat patients with
conductive or mixed hearing loss. Whenever surgical interven-
tion is not possible or contra-indicated, and amplification by a
conventional hearing device (e.g., behind-the-ear device) is
not feasible, then implantable hearing devices are an indis-
pensable next option. Implantable bone-conduction devices
and middle-ear implants have advantages but also limitations
concerning complexity/invasiveness of the surgery, medical
complications, and effectiveness. To counsel the patient, the
clinician should have a good overview of the options with
regard to safety and reliability as well as unequivocal technical
performance data. The present consensus document is the

outcome of an extensive iterative process including ENT
specialists, audiologists, health-policy scientists, and repre-
sentatives/technicians of the main companies in this field.
This document should provide a first framework for proce-
dures and technical characterization to enhance effective
communication between these stakeholders, improving health
care. Key Words: Active middle ear implants—Auditory
system—Bone conduction devices—Consensus statement—
Health policy—Mixed hearing loss—Multi-stakeholder
approach—Rehabilitation—Surgery—Technical data.
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Since the mid-80s, several different types of implant-
able acoustic hearing devices have been developed for
patients with conductive and mixed hearing loss.
They are proven, indispensable treatment options for
hearing impaired patients who cannot use conventional,
non-implantable hearing devices or do not profit suffi-
ciently from fitting such devices. Thanks to innovative
researchers and manufacturers, several types of these
technologically sophisticated devices are on the market.
Hence, for each candidate, a choice has to be made out of
many. In order to facilitate the clinician in counseling
candidates and to initiate the development of a common
framework clinicians, researchers and manufactures
developed this consensus document in partnership. This
document is based on expert opinions in the field of
surgical, audiological, technical and political/economic
issues.

If reconstructive middle ear surgery is not feasible, or
long-term outcomes of the usual surgical approaches are
expected to be poor (see review by (1)), or if fitting of
conventional hearing devices is contraindicated (e.g., the
use of behind-the-ear devices and nonsurgical bone
conductors) or is expected to give unsatisfactory out-
comes (2,3) implantable hearing devices are a valuable
alternative. Available implantable devices as of 2021 can
be divided into two broad categories: bone-conduction
devices (BCD) and active middle ear implants (AMEI).
Currently available devices include percutaneous BCDs
(Baha1 Connect device, Cochlear BAS, Gothenburg,
Sweden and the Ponto system (4), Oticon Medical AB,
Askim, Sweden), transcutaneous passive BCDs (Baha1
Attract device, Cochlear BAS, Gothenburg, Sweden and
the Sophono device, Medtronic, Jacksonville, FL) and
transcutaneous active BCDs with an implanted actuator
(Bonebridge device, Med-El, Innsbruck, Austria and
Osia device, Cochlear BAS Gothenburg, Sweden). The
other option is the use of AMEI with its actuator directly
coupled to a portion of the ossicular chain or one of the
cochlear windows (Vibrant Soundbridge device or VSB,
Med-El, Innsbruck, Austria).

There are several significant differences in each of
these implantable devices with regard to medical and
audiological issues, including indications, invasiveness
of surgery, and relative output (gain). The decision
which device to choose must be made on the basis of
published evidence if available. In addition, results from
treatments should be prospectively collected and
reported in a standardized format that can be used to
provide and extend the evidence of factors crucial for
success: the optimal choice of device or class of device,
medical issues (complexity of the surgery, safety,
adverse events, and stability), audiological issues
(assessment procedures, fitting procedure) and the eval-
uation of the outcomes.

To choose the best amplification option for an
individual patient, systematic reviews of the literature
might be helpful. Such reviews are popular but have
been criticized as they might interfere with a self-
critical attitude (4) of clinicians, especially as most

of the systematic reviews in this field report on just a
single device (5–7). Systematic reviews that are not
device-specific are more useful for the clinician, but
unfortunately scarce (8). Moreover, the lack of stan-
dardized formats of study designs, reporting results
and nomenclature hinder the compilation of meta-
analyses.

The intention of this work was to initiate the creation
of a first framework for clinical procedures (surgical and
audiological) and health care issues in order to optimize
counseling of patients. The main focus was to agree on a
set of device characteristics presented in a uniform and
verifiable way, to build evidence and to enable the
comparison of different technologies and their results.

Therefore, Consensus Statements Are Needed

During the last several years, there has been a shift
from practitioner-centered to patient-centered care (9).
Patients should be empowered and encouraged to take an
active role in their relationship with clinicians, and
clinicians should assist the patient using shared decision
making (10). Consensus statements could facilitate this
process. An additional impetus for consensus statements
is that outcomes vary widely between clinics, irrespec-
tive of the type of implantable device used (11). Finally,
consensus statements may help clinicians and healthcare
providers to discuss reimbursement issues with insurance
companies, patients or hospital administrations or other
health authorities.

The initiative to develop this consensus report was
taken by the first two and the last author, in 2017. The
initial meeting and the following public meetings on
conferences in the EU and US, where everyone interested
in the subject could declare his or her participation, were
organized by the same group as well as the compilation of
written input.

A concept report was produced that was discussed
during the first meeting by invitation, in November 2017.
A large group of potentially interested stakeholders;
clinicians, health-economists and the manufacturers,
were invited. Those who could not participate were
invited to comment by mail. We asked all potential
participants whether they would like to support further
activities and whether they could recommend other
experts in the field to support the initiative. Based on
the input, an updated version was distributed to all
members of the supporting working group, and a Round
Table discussion was organized during the International
conference on Cochlear Implants and other Implantable
Auditory Technologies in Antwerp Belgium (June 2018).
With the comments gathered, a second updated version
was produced and distributed, and another Round
Table was organized during the Osseo meeting in Miami
(Osseo 2019; December 2019). After evaluation of all the
comments, a third and final version was sent around with
the question whether or not the text was adequate and
acceptable and whether or not, the recipient, as a member
of the supporting group, wanted to be included as a co-
author.
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As stated in the title, the present document aims at the
application of acoustic implants for patients with con-
ductive or mixed hearing loss; more specifically unilat-
eral application in bilateral hearing loss. It is assumed
that the alternatives, surgical reconstruction and the use
of conventional nonimplantable hearing solutions, have
been considered and rejected because of medical reasons
or (expected) poor outcomes in terms of hearing abilities
and speech recognition. In other words, the application of
an acoustic implant might be—but is not necessarily—a
last resort solution. With regard to surgical reconstruc-
tion, Nadaraja et al., recently published a systematic
review of the literature showing that, on the average,
hearing thresholds after atresia repair were significantly
worse than those reported after application of a percuta-
neous BCD (1). Furthermore, it has been shown that
discharging ears, occluded by the ear mold of a conven-
tional device, dry up better after application of a percu-
taneous BCD (12). Application of the BCD resulted in
less otological interventions (13), which is an important
advantage in terms of cost-benefit as well as in the
patient’s convenience. Furthermore, studies indicate that
patients with an air-bone gap of more than 30 dB PTA
(the mean threshold of 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 kHz) will benefit
significantly more from a bone-anchored device than a
conventional hearing aid (2,3,14). Similarly it was
recently demonstrated that an active acoustic implant
with sufficient output can overcome the technical limi-
tations of current conventional hearing aids in cases of
severe mixed hearing loss (15).

Bilateral application of hearing devices is not consid-
ered in this consensus document. Neither the application
of acoustic implants in patients with unilateral hearing
impairment, such as unilateral conductive or mixed
hearing loss or profound unilateral hearing loss (also
commonly referred to as SSD [single-sided deafness]).
Furthermore, the focus is on adults and adolescents; the
specific needs and challenges of treating young children
with conductive hearing loss are not addressed.

Terminology: In this consensus statement, we state
mandatory and optional actions (in the opinion of the
authors) using the following convention (see e.g., (16)):

� ‘‘Must’’ indicates an action or condition which the
authors consider mandatory, a necessary prerequi-
site for successful treatment

� ‘‘Should’’ indicates an action or condition which
the authors recommend, but do not consider essen-
tial for successful treatment

� ‘‘Will’’ indicates an action or condition which the
authors predict will happen in the future, without
implying any obligation to make this happen.

Classes of Devices on the Market for Patients with
Conductive or Mixed Hearing Loss

Many new devices to treat hearing deficits are avail-
able today, each having new properties and stimulation
principles and even more with new features will appear

on the market. Therefore, proper definition of devices
into classes with comparable properties enables adequate
class specific standards for comparison and testing pro-
cedures. Although new solutions are currently under
development (auditory brain stem implants, auditory
mid brain implants) or imaginable (opto-genetic stimu-
lation), the following definitions only comprise classes
that are clinically available in 2021. Hence, these defi-
nitions are not intended to be complete and have to be
extended when new devices become clinically available.

Nonimplantable Solutions
Conventional hearing aids: Devices that stimulate the

ear acoustically by air conducted sound (e.g., behind-the-
ear devices).

Conventional Bone-Conduction Devices (BCD): Devi-
ces that stimulate (vibrate) the skull. The actuator is
coupled to the skull by a headband/softband (e.g., Baha
or Ponto), or an adhesive fixation (e.g., ADHEAR).

Implantable Systems
Percutaneous BCD: BCD coupled to the skull bone by

a skin-penetrating abutment (e.g., Baha device and Ponto
system). Also referred to as direct-drive BCD (17).

Transcutaneous BCD: In principle a conventional
BCD with a magnetic coupling by an implanted subcu-
taneous magnet, also referred to as a transcutaneous
passive BCD or skin-driven BCD (17) (e.g., Sophono
device and Baha Attract).

Active transcutaneous BCD refers to a system with an
implanted actuator, which communicates wirelessly with
the external sound processor over the skin by an inductive
link using an RF (radio frequency) transmission tech-
nique (e.g., Bonebridge or Osia device).

Active Middle Ear Implants (AMEI), also known as
Implantable Middle Ear Hearing Devices: Devices that
stimulate mobile structures of the middle ear (ossicles,
tympanic membrane) or, directly, one of the cochlear
windows by a vibratory stimulus (Vibrant Soundbridge).

Cochlear Implants (CI): Devices that electrically stim-
ulate neural structures of the inner ear.

Requirements for Implant Teams
As rehabilitation with implantable devices involves a

high level skill set in several areas, the structure of the multi-
disciplinary team involved is essential. For proper function
of the entire treatment, organizational aspects are crucial.

Following Gavilan et al. (18), the implant team is
responsible for the comprehensive treatment, which
includes device selection, surgery, device fitting, fol-
low-up, and evaluation. At minimum, this team must
consist of an otologist and an audiologist. The otologist
provides the medical management of the hearing loss and,
is responsible for the implantation. He/she must have
advanced experience in otology and implant surgery.

The audiologists/coordinator working either in the
implant center or as a local service partner should
preferably be qualified to postgraduate level, holding
an accredited MSc or similar qualification. He/she should
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have extensive experience with the fitting of conven-
tional hearing aids and/or implantable devices as well as
with validation and verification procedures. Other reha-
bilitation professionals such as speech language thera-
pists might be also needed, particularly in meeting the
rehabilitation and speech development needs of children.

In a multidisciplinary approach, both the otologist and
audiologist must be involved in the selection and evalu-
ation process to continuously optimize the patient selec-
tion, surgical procedures and device fitting.

As discussed by Gavilan et al. (18) quality issues and
control are essential to successful hearing loss management.
We recommend using the statements in their paper entitled
‘‘Quality standards for bone conduction implants’’ for all
the implantable devices that are discussed in the present
paper where they apply. For evaluation of results, a mini-
mum evaluation protocol has previously been developed for
AMEI, which enables comparisons between studies and
pooling of data (19), and applicable parts should be used for
all devices included in this statement.

STATEMENTS

Patient-Centered Issues
The World Health Organization describes patient-cen-

tered care as putting the comprehensive needs of people
and communities, not only diseases, at the center of
health systems, and empowering people to have a more
active role in their own health (20). The central point in a
patient-centered approach is shared decision making. The
implant team must provide comprehensive unbiased
counseling to facilitate informed decision making (10).
The patient must be given information on all noninvasive
and implantable treatment options and on their advan-
tages and disadvantages, including reimbursement
issues. The patient must be given an explanation as to
why they have been offered a particular device, or choice
of devices. Written information on the device(s) offered
must also be made available (18).

The implant team must ensure the patient has an
appropriate understanding of the information provided
before proceeding with the treatment. At minimum
counseling should include a review of the following:

� What are realistic expectations for speech percep-
tion and sound quality (e.g., music)? How can they
be optimized and what are the preferences if one of
the qualities has a trade-off with another?

� What is the burden of the surgery, anesthesia, and
aftercare, what are the risks and complications, how
safe is the treatment, and what are the future
consequences (e.g., MRI compatibility)? What
about the stability and reliability of the implant
and its longevity?

� Personal preferences should be discussed, such as
cosmetics, handling of the device, lifestyle, occu-
pational needs, sports with a high risk of impact to
the device both the internal and external parts, etc.
as well as reimbursement issues.

� Performance over time (i.e., expected life time of
the device, compatibility with progressive hearing
loss etc., necessity of additional surgeries, e.g.,
battery exchanges).

� Whenever possible, a pre-surgical trial with a bone
conduction or air-conduction hearing device must
be performed (BCD on headband or conventional
hearing aid). The outcome of the trial should be
documented along with audiological tests and hear-
ing-specific questionnaires. Regarding middle ear
implants, appropriate test devices that allow a
realistic impression of the possible outcome are
desirable but not yet available.

If applicable, the candidate should be offered the
opportunity to talk with an experienced implant user
preferably by the mediation of a patient support group
to avoid bias. If the patient already has hearing aids, the
appropriateness of the devices and the fitting must be
evaluated (18).

Clinical-Audiological Issues
Closely linked to patient-centered care is the audiol-

ogist’s counseling, based on available evidence. To
choose the appropriate device and sound processor,
technical specifications are essential for evidence-based
decisions. The audiologist must have an overview of
those characteristics in relation to the degree of hearing
loss, to choose the appropriate solution (see section
Technical Specifications).

Selection and Fitting of the Device
When choosing any intervention, indication and con-

traindication criteria as recommended by the manufacturer
must be observed. Amongst others, the sensorineural
hearing loss (SNHL) component (bone conduction thresh-
olds) must fall well within the indication range as defined
by the manufacturer. Equally crucial for optimal results is
that surgeons, audiologists and technical specialists must
undergo obligatory training if and as specified and offered
by manufacturers to ensure safe and optimal results.

Both a BCD stimulating the skull bone and an AMEI
with its actuator coupled to one of the cochlear windows
directly stimulate the cochlea, bypassing the impaired
middle ear. The selection of BCDs and AMEIs can thus
be made according to the procedures developed for the
application of conventional hearing devices in pure
sensorineural hearing loss. Consequently, the gain
(amplification) provided by the implanted device is the
difference between the cochlear thresholds (i.e., bone-
conduction thresholds) and the aided thresholds with the
device implanted, which in the literature is referred to as
‘‘bone-conduction gain’’ (21) or the ‘‘effective gain’’
(22). Therefore, the effectiveness of the treatment
depends only on how well the cochlear loss (as expressed
by the bone-conduction thresholds) is ‘‘compensated,’’
as for pure sensorineural hearing loss. This implies that if
the SNHL component is absent or small, such as in
primarily conductive hearing loss (CHL) cases, compen-
sation of the air-bone-gap or even a negative ‘‘effective
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gain’’ may be sufficient for an effective treatment result
(elaborated in the Appendix).

Problems related to determining the ‘‘bone-conduction
gain’’ or ‘‘effective gain’’ may arise from different
sources:

The accurate measurement of the cochlear thresholds
(bone-conduction thresholds)

For proper application of an AMEI, well-masked
bone-conduction thresholds are essential to be sure that
the cochlea of the implanted ear is sensitive enough for
successful application of the implant; proper measure-
ment of bone-conduction thresholds might be compli-
cated owing to masking problems. On the other hand, for
the application of a BCD, masked bone-conduction
thresholds are of importance for the selection of the
ear to be implanted. However, unmasked bone-conduc-
tion thresholds of the to-be-treated ear are required for
programming the BCD. Because of the limited trans-
cranial attenuation, the cochlea with the best bone-con-
duction thresholds is stimulated by the BCD; either the
ipsilateral or contralateral cochlea (23). Therefore, (any
type of) BCD fitting should be based on the unmasked
bone-conduction thresholds or in situ thresholds (see
remarks next page).

Proper measurement of sound field aided thresholds.
Aided thresholds might be affected by nonlinear

processing of the sound processor as well as internal
noise (24)

A limitation of any device is the level of internal noise.
(A) Input noise such as intrinsic microphone noise may
mask soft sounds and thus affects measured aided thresh-
olds. To deal with microphone noise, expansion (viz.
minimizing the gain for low input levels) can be used to
make that noise inaudible (24,25). However, this has a
similar effect as input noise, artificially increasing mea-
sured aided thresholds, leading to erroneous aided thresh-
olds. This is a common problem when fitting any type of
hearing aid. However, patients with predominantly con-
ductive hearing loss might be more likely to hear the
noise, owing to their normal cochleae. (B) Device output
noise is harder to deal with and leads to a restricted
application range (the bone-conduction threshold must
be higher than the noise floor) as advocated by the
manufacturers. Output noise can be reduced by attenuat-
ing the output signal either in specific-build low-noise
processors or with integrated switchable attenuators,
which, in turn, have the trade-off of an equally reduced
maximum power output (MPO).

The other limitation of BCDs and most AMEIs as well
as hearing aids, is their limited MPO, which restricts the
aided dynamic range of the patient’s hearing. To deal
with that, a limiting compressor (often referred to as
output compression: high compression ratio at high
output level) might be used as well as wide-dynamic
range compression. Wide-dynamic range compression,
however, affects the aided thresholds (elaborated in the
Appendix).

Regarding AMEI, output and MPO are also affected by
coupling efficiency of the actuator to the cochlea (see
section Additional performance specifications). Simi-
larly, the exact placement of the active transcutaneous
BCD transducer affects the output and MPO (26). How-
ever, in percutaneous BCDs the surgical procedures are
well standardized and variation in coupling efficiency is,
therefore, less of an issue.

Fitting of the Sound Processor

Fitting rules, limitations of the dynamic range and output
measurements.
The main input parameters for fitting the acoustic
implant are the bone-conduction thresholds. The first
step in the fitting procedure is to choose and apply a
fitting rationale (rule), to determine the desired gain and
the desired output (25). Fitting rules as used by the
manufacturers are e.g. the NAL (National Acoustics
Laboratories), DSL (Desired Sensation Level) as well
as proprietary prescription rules. After fitting the sound
processor, the outcome should be verified, for example,
by measuring the aided thresholds and comparing these
to the desired aided thresholds as prescribed by the fitting
rule (25). Alternatively, the measured effective gain
might be compared to the prescribed gain. Discrepancies
might occur, owing to specific limitations of AMEIs and
BCDs in terms of noise level, variability in coupling
efficiency and limited MPO.

Any type of fitting rule requires an input–output
relationship with defined input sensitivities and output
levels. In devices that have an external sound pick-up,
such as BCDs and partially implantable AMEIs, micro-
phones provide an input of well characterized sensitivity
and input noise level. Regarding the output levels, for
percutaneous BCDs, standardized skull simulators are
available (with an abutment input) enabling characteri-
zation of the output of these devices (IEC 60118-9 (27)).
The output of transcutaneous BCDs can be determined in
a similar way on a skull simulator according to IEC
60118-9. However, the so-determined output of a trans-
cutaneous device in terms of hearing level (dB HL) is
influenced by individual factors (position of the vibrator,
type of attachment) and consequently a dedicated fitting
procedure is still missing (see appendix). In contrast to
percutaneous BCDs, (active) transcutaneous devices per-
mit the separation of the stimulation position (the
implanted actuator) from the processor location and
new stimulation sites with different coupling efficiency
(see section Additional performance specifications), for
example, closer to the cochlea become imaginable. In
implantable AMEIs, a well-defined and accepted mea-
surement procedure has been developed to determine the
output experimentally when the ossicular chain is stimu-
lated in the forward direction (28). However, even
experimental results obtained under controlled condi-
tions in human temporal bones are subject to variability.
Here, measures considering the inter-individual variabil-
ity, such as the concept of coupling efficiency (see
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section Additional performance specifications) may help
to deal with inter-individual variance and to implement
dedicated fitting procedures in the future. The situation
becomes also more difficult in fully implantable AMEIs,
when even the input sensitivity and noise floor of the
implanted microphone might vary between individuals.
Consequently, methods to measure the individual micro-
phone sensitivity need to be developed.

� The audio processor must be fitted and pro-
grammed by experienced audiologists who have
been well trained and are up-to-date with the
current evidence and fitting approaches. The device
should be fitted and programmed according to the
manufacturer’s recommendations. Fine-tuning and
verification of the fitting should be considered to
maximize benefit and sound quality.

Audiological Measurements to Evaluate the Fitting of
the Sound Processor

The use of a standardized audiological test battery is
highly recommended and tests should be carried out
before the treatment and after an acclimatization period
of at least 4 weeks including:

� Bone-conduction thresholds, masked and unmasked,
pre surgery to assess if the patient is within the
indication range, and after surgery to assess whether
or not cochlear thresholds remained unchanged, fur-
thermore, these bone-conduction thresholds are the
main input for device fitting (see Appendix).

� Direct hearing thresholds1 to assess coupling effi-
ciency (section Additional performance specifica-
tions) and for base-line purposes.

� Aided sound-field hearing thresholds (using warble
tones or narrow-band noise2) to determine the
‘‘effective gain.’’

� Aided sound-field speech reception thresholds
(SRT) and/or aided speech scores (e.g., words)
presented at normal conversational level, for exam-
ple, 65 dB SPL.

� Aided speech-in-noise SRTs in an adaptive proce-
dure at appropriate speech and noise presentation
levels (29) to determine valid SRT in noise.

� Maximum stable gain (feedback free gain) for the
devices where it is available. We encourage all
manufactures to implement tools to determine it,
see section Additional performance specifications.

Furthermore, the setting of the fitting parameters
should be documented.

Determination of the Gain of the Device
Often, the ‘‘gain’’ of a device is assessed by taking the

difference between the unaided and aided sound-field
thresholds, referred to as the ‘‘functional gain.’’ How-
ever, by definition, in conductive and mixed hearing loss,
‘‘functional gain’’ is simply the sum of the above intro-
duced ‘‘bone-conduction gain’’ or ‘‘effective gain’’ and
the air-bone gap. In most cases, that classical ‘‘functional
gain’’ is dominated by the width of the air-bone gap and,
therefore, ‘‘functional gain’’ is not assessing the effec-
tiveness of the device, in contrast to the ‘‘effective gain.’’

Instead, using ‘‘effective gain’’ is advocated as it is
independent of the air-bone gap and assesses the effec-
tiveness of the treatment, which depends on how well the
cochlear loss is compensated. The ‘‘effective gain’’
should equal the gain prescribed by the applied fitting
rule, thus verifying whether or not the fitting and device
are adequate. If the cochlear sensitivity is near normal
(predominant conductive hearing loss), the ‘‘effective
gain’’ might be zero (virtual closure of the air-bone gap)
or even negative as indicated before and elaborated in the
Appendix (11)).

Additionally, functional improvement should be
used instead of the term ‘‘functional gain’’ with the same
definition as given above, but with measurements defined
as the pre-intervention unaided hearing thresholds minus
the postintervention aided hearing thresholds. In the case
of conductive or mixed hearing loss, ‘‘functional
improvement’’ sums up the overall hearing benefit expe-
rienced due to the intervention. In contrast to a post-
intervention on-off determination of the ‘‘functional
gain’’ with the device, it comprises the audiological
benefits and trade-offs. ‘‘Functional improvement’’
might be equally useful in comparing the outcomes of
surgical treatments.

An alternative approach might be to compare the pre
intervention SRT to that obtained after the treatment with
the device, which might be closer to the real world benefit
of the patient than tone thresholds.

Surgical Issues
Following audiometric evaluation and the clinical/

otological, treatment options emerge. As the various
implantable devices have different surgical aspects to
them, it is of importance to include these issues in the
shared decision-making. Anatomy may play a role and
therefore, it may be necessary to perform imaging spe-
cifically of the temporal bone region. The implantation
procedure is an important link in the chain of care.

Regarding the choice of the device to be implanted
The device offered to the patient:

� Should have a proven track record of safety
and reliability.

� Must be a system that the implant team is experi-
enced with. If not, the team must have been trained
and experts from the manufacturer and/or another
more experienced clinical center should be on-site

1 Most implants today have so-called direct threshold (also known as
in-situ threshold) measurements implemented that permit the determi-
nation of device specific thresholds using the device as stimulator.

2 Feedback cancellation systems affect the gain of devices, therefore
to obtain valid aided threshold one typically need to disable the
automatic feedback cancellation system. Alternatively the frequency
sweep and modulation can be modified to leverage the feedback
cancelation off.
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at the clinic during the surgical and fitting proce-
dure.

� It should be MRI compatible at least up to 1.5 T
� Must have clinical and technical support available

from the manufacturer.
� Aftercare service (repairs, etc.) should be guaran-

teed by the manufacturer.

Regarding the counseling of the implantation
procedure and postoperative care

Surgery is often worrisome to the patient, so good pre-
implantation counseling comes down to informing the
patient about all aspects of the surgery, including, if
needed, any surgical interventions before the actual
implantation (e.g., subtotal petrosectomy or tympano-
plasty), the implantation procedure, the risks involved
intra- and postoperatively, the postoperative care, the
stability of the system, revision surgery and MRI com-
patibility. In practice:

� Patient information must be given before surgery:
information about the different devices, their prin-
ciple of action, their advantages and disadvantages,
longevity, sustainability, upgrade-options and MRI
compatibility. Written information about the devi-
ce(s) should be made available to the patient
before surgery.

� The surgical procedure must be explained and all
minor and major complications that may occur. The
patient should be informed about the length of the
clinical admission period. If applicable, any intra-
operative monitoring, measurements or imaging
should be explained.

� The patient must be given the available information
by the clinic (e.g., principle of the surgery, safety of
the surgery, invasiveness, occurrence and rate of
complications, stability of the device, guaranty
terms and conditions for long term support) on
the device(s) planned for implantation and possible
alternative approaches that may become necessary
during surgery.

� All coupling options for his/her specific case
should be explained to the patient, as far as
known preoperatively.

� Postoperative care must be discussed with the
patient. The patient should be informed of financial
consequences including repair and future upgrades
of the external components.

� Patient consent containing the above information
must be obtained and documented in accordance
with local rules.

Regarding the implantation procedure
� Surgical techniques employed and perioperative

medical care must be safe. Clinicians must stay
current in their knowledge of the use of devices
(employing continuing education).

� Surgical techniques should be adapted to the
device-specific conditions of the patient, for exam-
ple, head growth, proximity of the dura mater or
vascular structures like the sigmoid sinus, congeni-
tal malformations of the temporal bone, and thick-
ness of the skin and subcutaneous tissue.

� If applicable, perioperative testing of the device
must be performed, as it is an important part of the
full procedure to verify the functional status of the
device and to distinguish technical from
medical complications.

� Surgical technique, implant and coupling type,
implant serial number, and surgical complications
and findings must be documented in the surgical
files.

Intra- and postoperative testing of the device is an
important part of the full procedure to verify the func-
tional status of the device, the possibility of detecting
failures and to distinguish technical from medical com-
plications. The surgeon must continue to monitor the
patient’s progress during the postoperative period, and be
responsible for dealing with postoperative issues that
may arise in relation to the implant.

Health Policy Issues and Device Benefit
Conventional BCDs as available in the nineteen eight-

ies were limited by several medical and technical factors
in the management of conductive and mixed hearing loss,
thus restricting their utility. These transcutaneous non-
surgical BCDs required the use of a headband to couple
the processor’s actuator to the mastoid bone, resulting in
issues of comfort, esthetic appearance, but also limited
output. The first implantable BCD, introduced in the late
eighties, was more comfortable to use and more power-
ful, owing to its (more efficient) percutaneous coupling
(30). For patients with mixed hearing loss, health author-
ities in several countries accepted the within subject,
pre–post intervention studies as convincing evidence for
reimbursement. Since then, several new types of BCDs
have been developed.

As an alternative, AMEIs have been applied to cir-
cumvent the normal sound transmission route of the
middle ear stimulating the inner ear by, for example, a
round window approach (31). This approach opened a
new range of applications for AMEIs, which were
approved for use in sensorineural hearing loss only, by
demonstrating that they can be used to substitute the
middle ear and deal with the sensorineural hearing loss
component, if present.

Pragmatic judgment of a specific technology or device
in comparison to other options is necessary to provide not
only evidence for differential indication criteria but also
reimbursement. One-to-one comparisons are the most
meaningful. However, these can be difficult to conduct
in the fast-evolving field of implants. In the case of a new
device, comparisons should be ideally made to alterna-
tive state-of-the-art hearing solutions. Even if medical
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conditions may be the decisive choice factor, such com-
parisons help to estimate the trade-off.

From a clinical perspective, it is important that
‘‘patient-relevant’’ endpoints are used. This is helpful
when explaining different treatment options to patients in
the spirit of shared decision-making. Mere audiological
parameters might be regarded as surrogates with no or
limited patient relevance by health technology assess-
ment bodies. Therefore, standardized and validated
instruments that measure quality of life are indispensable
in clinical studies investigating the benefit of new BCDs
or AMEIs (e.g., using the communication-sensitive HUI3
(Health Utility Index) generic ’quality-of-life question-
naire and the treatment-oriented GBI (Glasgow benefit
inventory, (32)).

Equally important is the collection of reliable infor-
mation concerning the use, subjective benefit and audi-
ological properties during the first years of application
and beyond. That remains essential for investigating the
real-world benefit of such devices (e.g., by using the
disability-specific APHAB (Abbreviated Profile of Hear-
ing Aid Benefit) questionnaire (33)). Both, the APHAB
and the GBI are the most frequently used questionnaires
for mixed hearing loss (34).

Clinicians are encouraged and should contribute to
post-market surveillance programs in the interest of
generating a large body of valid external data, which
can then be used to optimize outcome prediction, detect
possible discrepancies between predicted and observed
clinical benefit, and guide future device development.
While acoustic implants have been widely adopted,
registry data on their applications are still lacking. From
their systematic review and qualitative study on acoustic
implant registry development, Mandavia et al. (35,36)
concluded that ‘‘stakeholders, policy-makers and
patients have recognized that, in the absence of registry
data, it is difficult to regulate acoustic implants, monitor
clinical and cost-effectiveness, and ultimately develop
appropriate guidelines and policy", affecting shared deci-
sion making and evidence based patient care. Local,
national and device related registries are being devel-
oped, (37,38), however, the successful development and
maintenance of registries face challenges. Some of the
key requirements for developing a successful registry of
acoustic implants include:

� Definition of clear objectives by stakeholders
(clinicians, patients, industry, academics, insuran-
ces and specialist societies), reaching a balance
between dataset comprehensibility and simplicity
to maximize data input whilst keeping the registry
meaningful. Registries solely focusing on safety
and reliability may miss specific audiological data
to provide evidence for effectiveness and differen-
tial indications.

� Registry planning with a dedicated registry leader-
ship and management structure in place, planning
for sufficient registry funding, as well as

identifying who/which organization will own the
registry data.

� Clear regulation of the ownership of data and
access to data. Analyzed and interpreted clinical
evidence must be provided to practitioners in peer-
reviewed publications, requiring rules
for authorship.

� To establish a registry, a sustainable funding of the
IT-infrastructure and possible monitoring is
required. Without a clear incentive to contribute
data and acknowledgement, voluntary contribu-
tions will be insufficient. Involving all stakeholders
throughout the registry development process will
help maximize buy-in and data completion. Cost
and time for obligatory contributions must be taken
into account in reimbursements.

Although the creation of registries faces significant
challenges that are beyond the scope of this publication,
we strongly encourage the creation of implant- and
application specific databases. Solid evidence on perfor-
mance and device reliability provides practical relevant
information to clinicians for their daily practice. As the
scope of single clinics and academic institutions is
usually locally limited and rarely crosses country bor-
ders, a broad collaboration between all players is essen-
tial to gather and report growing clinical experience short
and long term. Only a strong alliance between clinicians,
academics, manufacturers, and health care providers can
generate reliable evidence and establish a reliable report-
ing infrastructure that is accessible to decision makers in
the form of registries.

Manufacturers
Manufacturing and certification of implantable devi-

ces requires significant effort and responsibility from
manufacturers. As many of the devices are (relatively)
new and information for clinical decision making is
initially limited, this requires the structured collection
of clinical data. Here, the focus must be on real-world
benefit to provide evidence-based information for differ-
ential indication criteria and optimized clinical quality
standards. In the next sections, the systematic collection
of experiences and data from preclinical and clinical
results are discussed.

Market Release of a New Implantable Device
During clinical trials and first use in humans under

very controlled conditions in accordance with for exam-
ple ISO 14155 (39), evidence for safety and efficacy is
collected and demonstrated to regulators. At market
release, manufacturers confirm the safety of the device
under all normal and expected operating conditions,
which are followed up by a post-market-clinical-follow
up. Information regarding the technical specifications of
different AMEIs and BCDs must be available at market
release when devices become accessible to a broader
community to enable independent judgment on the per-
formance of these devices. At its core, the data needed in
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this phase is included in the section Technical Specifi-
cations and encompasses the MPO and noise floor. Here,
it is equally important to clearly specify the source and
method of how these basic properties were determined,
and measurements should follow standards where appli-
cable, for example, IEC60118–9 (27) or ASTM F2504–
05 (28). This is even more important for the indication
range of any device, as clinical decision and inclusion of
patients mainly relies on indication ranges that specify
the possible hearing loss (thresholds) of those patients
where a sufficient benefit can be expected. The basic
properties MPO and noise floor determine the device’s
indication range, which is of utmost importance, as it
determines the proportion of the patient’s dynamic range
of hearing that can be covered with the device. The
dynamic range of hearing covered by the device,
assumed for the calculation of the audiological indication
criteria in terms of threshold-to-MPO range, is an essen-
tial element to give professionals the possibility of
predicting outcomes and to define differential indication
criteria between devices. This applies equally to BCDs
and AMEIs.

During the First Years of Clinical Experience
During the clinical trial and certification of a newly

introduced device, the training standards regarding sur-
gical, audiological and device fitting are usually well
controlled and monitored. However, the transition to
clinical routine makes devices available to a broader
community that is more heterogeneous and where pro-
cedures are less controlled. Here, the manufacturer must
offer adequate training for surgeons, audiologists, and
technical specialists to ensure safe and optimal results.
Nevertheless, offering training is only one crucial ele-
ment and clinicians must undergo these trainings. As the
years of first experience are a continuous learning pro-
cess, manufacturers, who have the best overview on the
use and distribution of a product, are legally required to
monitor the proper use, safety, and implant stability
issues. As this gathered information might not be easily
accessible to clinicians, information concerning safety
and performance should be made available to clinics to
enable decisions based on the most current information.
The verification of indication criteria is of importance for
proper differential indication and optimizing surgical
procedures. As the broadest database possible is crucial
for meaningful decision criteria, clinicians, researchers
and manufacturers are equally responsible to gather,
analyze and distribute clinical evidence. In the absence
of registries all parties should endeavor to contribute to
peer-reviewed publications of single- and multi-center
studies.

Over the Entire Time of Clinical Use
The creation of evidence from clinical experience on a

short and long-time scale beyond claims and narrative
reporting is of utmost importance. The new medical
product regulation (MDR) (40) was recently imple-
mented in the EU (41) and will apply for implantable

and class III devices at the end of May 2021. Although,
the MDR requires the collection of relevant information
on devices, it may not suite the needs of health care
professionals. It places stricter requirements on clinical
evaluation, technical documentation and post-market
clinical follow-up to assess product safety and perfor-
mance. Furthermore, it requires better traceability of
devices through the supply chain. The implementation
had a transition period of 3 years that was extended by 1
year. Devices certified before May 2021, under the
Medical Device Directive (MDD, (42) can be marketed
and put into service until recertification under the MDR
is required. Although the MDR requires the establish-
ment of databanks to collect information evaluation of
the long-term safety and performance databases for only
a few categories of devices are under development or
planned. Although this is an important step forward,
information penetration of such data sources and acces-
sibility in clinics is generally not widespread today. To
support clinical decision making with relevant evidence,
tools have to be developed to make information easily
accessible to clinicians, researchers, and developers.

Once more, we strongly emphasize the importance of
implant- and application specific databases on audiolog-
ical performance and device reliability.

The Role of Manufacturers in Aftercare and Repair
Depending on the complexity of the device, the pro-

cedure or the adjustment of the software (fitting), man-
ufacturers are responsible for offering training and/or
certification to professionals.

Manufacturers are responsible for service and the
repair of the sound processors. Beside the legally
required warranties on the implant and external compo-
nents the company must provide a statement of the
minimal duration of availability for guaranteed service,
such as repair and exchange of external components to
clinics and patients. Regarding long-term support another
important issue is backwards compatibility. Companies
introducing new processors should enable patients with
older implants to participate in new features and signal
processing developments. Manufacturers should enable
the implant team to technically check basic functioning
of sound processors including the output sound quality.
In case of failure of the sound processor, the processor is
repaired under the responsibility of the manufacturer. In
the meantime, spare parts and sound processors should be
available as per warranty and repair procedures. In cases
where the patient depends on the device to participate in
essential social activities, such as school attendance in
children, the replacement equipment should ‘‘be issued
or dispatched on the same or the next working day’’
following Gavilan et al. (18). If an internal device failure
is suspected (AMEI or transcutaneous active BCD), a
representative from the manufacturer should be available
at the patient appointment to provide support, on request
by the clinic.

Adequate service is especially important for implant-
able systems because (1) the market is limited and (2)
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patients often have no choice as only one system may
provide sufficient benefit for their problem. As the
patient depends on a few or even a single provider,
guaranteed services must be clearly communicated to
the patient by the clinic. However, as the clinic acts as a
mediator between the patient and the manufacturer or the
insurance, ensuring the protection of sensitive health-
related data, clear procedures for communication
between the clinic and manufacturer must be established.

Technical Specifications
To select a treatment option, clinicians must be

enabled to evaluate the audiological needs of the patient
and match with the technical capabilities of each device.
Therefore, a minimum set of technical performance
parameters must be provided by the manufacturer and
presented in a uniform and comparable manner. For
conventional hearing aids, this has long been standard
practice and is defined in the relevant standards (25). For
BCD, a corresponding standard exists (27) and should be
followed by the manufacturers. The standard covers
conventional BCDs, percutaneous BCDs, as well as
transcutaneous and active transcutaneous BCDs, and
describes the measurement of the output under standard
conditions on a skull simulator. However, the clinical
implications of these measurements are only well estab-
lished for percutaneous BCDs.

Determination and Verification of Specifications in
Patients

Even if preclinical results provide reliable results on
device performance, clinical verification is indispensable
as clinical conditions during implantation may differ from
experimental conditions and some results can only be
determined in patients. However, when measuring aided
thresholds or other aided loudness percepts in a recipient of
a hearing implant, care must be taken to avoid interference
from advanced signal processing features in the hearing
implant, such as anti-feedback algorithms, wide dynamic
range compression, noise cancellers, etc. In particular, for
devices with implanted microphones, the potential for
masking of test signals by the microphone, internal noise
must be taken into account (24).

Performance Specifications
Datasheets must specify the following performance

measures at least for the frequency range of 200 to 8,000
Hz.3 Reporting measures of amplification outcomes or
MPO only as a multi-frequency average is inadequate,

because both the patient’s audiological needs and the
device performance may vary widely across frequencies:

Maximum Power Output (MPO) expressed as
equivalent hearing level, that is, as the highest output
level above the normal hearing threshold that the device
can produce. The use of MPO for a device in hearing
level (dB HL) facilitates the assessment of a device for a
specific individual’s hearing function and enables the
comparison between devices. The maximum output in
hearing level (MOHL) incorporates the function of the
device itself as well as the sound transmission efficacy
from the device output to a hearing sensation. Although,
in percutaneous BCDs the Maximum Force Output
(MFO) is better established and common, we recommend
the use of MPO as described above for clinical applica-
tions as it simplifies comparison between different types
of devices (e.g., transcutaneous BCD vs. AMEI) and the
creation of differential indication criteria. Note that the
vibrator of an active transcutaneous device can be more
flexibly positioned as the processor location is separated
from the site of stimulation. Different vibrator place-
ments, attachments and load impedances will lead to site-
specific MOHLs.

Output noise level at minimum gain expressed as
equivalent sound pressure level.

Additional Performance Specifications
Once there is clinical experience with a device, it is

desirable that additional performance measures in
patients are collected and published, either by manufac-
turers or by independent academic institutions.

Coupling efficiency is a crucial factor in devices that
underlays significant transmission variability at the bio-
logical interface and is specifically for AMEI essential.
Even if it is not obligatory, most implants already have
so-called direct threshold measurements systems that
determine the threshold of a patient when stimulated
with the device. Although direct thresholds units cannot
be easily related to hearing thresholds, these device-
specific direct thresholds are a useful descriptor of the
transmission of this specific device to the patient. By
measuring an individual frequency-specific coupling
efficiency (bone-conduction thresholds minus direct
thresholds) for a device and comparing that to the usually
achieved coupling efficiency, limits can be defined
where, for example, a surgical re-intervention becomes
necessary. Although direct thresholds are in arbitrary
units, they can often be converted to physically mean-
ingful units such as Volt input to the actuator.

Although MPO can be determined with various meth-
ods, preclinically and clinically, it usually has a pro-
nounced variability amongst implanted subjects even
under controlled surgical conditions. As the knowledge
of the variability of MPO is essential to predict the
outcome in candidates it is required that statistical
descriptors of the range of expected MPO are published
as soon as sufficient clinical experience is available. The
minimum data necessary to describe clinical MPO out-
comes are the frequency specific (250 Hz to 6 kHz) 25th

3 This range exceeds the minimum required for publications on
AMEI from a previous publication (14). This also is in accordance
with IEC60118-8 for hearing aids and IEC60118-9 for percutaneous
BCDs. Although, only frequencies up to 5000 Hz are required in
IEC60118-9 for transcutaneous BCDs according to the authors opinion
datasheets should enable proper decision in clinics and have to go
beyond what is minimally required for pooling data from publications.
However, we encourage that scientific publications are not limited to the
minimum data set and use the range suggested here, allowing retro-
spective verification of datasheets from clinical application.
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and 75th quartiles and the median. However, these
specifications of clinically obtained results may be
updated when more reliable surgical procedures have
reduced the variability of MPO.

Maximum stable gain (or feedback-free gain) is
another important factor that may impair the clinical
performance of a device. The measurement of maximum
stable gain is a common feature in conventional
hearing aid fitting software. The occurrence of feedback
may limit the possible gain below the technically feasi-
ble gain of the device in the clinical application.
The maximum stable gain is dependent on available
feedback cancellation systems and will be subject
to software versions and later updates. Nevertheless,
the maximum stable gain (with a specific software
version) is essential data that can be obtained from
available clinical data to be included in technical spec-
ifications for indication. The maximum stable gain
may vary substantially in patients and its frequency-
specific level and variability must be published either
by the manufacturers or clinics as soon as clinical
experience of it is available. As maximum stable gain
is a property of the feedback pathway in specific patients,
knowledge of achievable gain will help (1) to identify
preoperatively patients who are unlikely to receive
required gain, (2) to define limits for insufficient
gain that require a revision surgery and (3) to identify
conditions that lead to limitations in maximum
stable gain.

Bone Conduction Devices (BCDs)
For air-conduction hearing aids, the conditions for

measuring parameters are well defined and standardized
using, for example, a 2 cc coupler (25); for percutaneous
BCDs, a skull simulator is available, which can be used
interchangeable with a 2 cc coupler, enabling the (stan-
dardized) measurement of the maximum force output
level (MFO), gain as a function of input level, harmonic
distortion and internal noise (see datasheets by Cochlear
and Oticon Medical). The MFO as measured with the
skull simulator in ‘‘dB force-level,’’ can be expressed in
dB HL, using the RETFLdbc transformation (21). As the
percutaneous coupling is standardized and implantations
are usually performed at the same position, the variability
in coupling efficiency is limited. Thus, the gain and
output expressed in dB HL, can be assessed with suffi-
cient accuracy from the skull simulator measurements
(43).

Acquiring MPO is less obvious in transcutaneous
BCDs, where the output is determined under standard
conditions on a skull simulator. However, transcutaneous
BCDs permit a more flexible placement of its vibrator
and might differ in their attachment to the skull. Hence,
the output in terms of hearing level at the cochlea
depends on factors, such as the position of the vibrator
(44) and type of fixation. In these cases, at least the
preclinical estimates should be verified in patients during
clinical application and the individual factors need to
be identified.

Active Middle Ear Implants
Since middle ear implants bypass the middle ear and

therefore, the predicted performance is independent of
air-bone-gap, appropriate performance measures must
refer to the sensorineural hearing loss component, not
to air-conduction hearing loss. Furthermore, in contrast
to percutaneous BCD, coupling efficiency might vary
significantly between patients and will depend on the
method and site of coupling (22,45).

Preclinical methods to determine device and application spe-
cific specifications.
For middle ear implants where the output is coupled to an
ossicular structure, the preferred method is described in
the ASTM F 2504–05 ‘‘Standard Practice for Describing
System Output of Implantable Middle Ear Hearing Devi-
ces’’ (28), and is already in widespread use in the
professional community and well established. Measure-
ments of the actuator equivalent sound pressure transfer
function HET as defined in ASTM F 2504–05 section
3.4.26 can be combined with knowledge about the fre-
quency specific maximum electrical output of the
implant to calculate the MPO (28). A statistically suffi-
cient number of preclinical experiments may also help to
estimate the expected variation. However, conditions in
experiments may be more optimal than in the surgical
situation where limited time, anatomical restrictions and
other clinical issues may contribute to less favorable real-
world outcomes. Consequently, preclinical estimates of
MPO and variability must be verified in clinical routine.

Although, the ASTM F 2504–05 only applies to
stimulation of ossicular structures in the forward direc-
tion, this approach based on Laser Doppler vibrometry of
the stapes footplate can be substituted by an approach
based on the measurement of intracochlear pressure
differences (46,47) in other cases. However, as this
method is less established and experimental experience
is limited, clinical validity must be demonstrated in
the future.

Determination and verification of specifications in patients with
AMEI.
For middle ear implants, methods for determining the
MPO include, but are not limited to, the following:

In the case of an intact middle ear, Snik et al. (48)
describe a method for recording sound pressure in the
external ear canal while the device is operating, with
increasing input sound level until the ear canal sound
pressure saturates. The input level at that point can be
converted to output level, by adding the ‘‘effective
gain.’’ However, this approach is not applicable in many
cases of CHL and MHL.

An alternative approach that is independent of the type
of hearing loss uses the coupling efficiency. It describes
the threshold in device specific units for a hypothetically
normal hearing subject. The maximum output level in an
individual ear can be calculated by combining: (1) the
coupling efficiency, (2) the frequency specific relation-
ship between the actuator input voltage and the direct
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threshold units, and (3) the maximum electrical output of
the implant (47).

Minimum requirements for BCD and AMEI specifications in
data sheets.
In a phase when only technical, preclinical and data from
a clinical trial with a limited number of patients and
centers are available, technical specifications and data
sheets of devices must contain the following:

� The MPO or MFO must be included, specified as a
function of frequency and its variability. The
method used must be referenced or explained in
the publication.

� The output noise levels should be presented. For
BCDs only a standardized method to determine the
equivalent input noise level is described (27).
Although, in percutaneous BCDs audible noise
and variability in coupling is less of an issue,
variability in coupling efficiency in transcutaneous
BCDs and AMEI may impact the minimum output
noise level in patients.

� An indication/application range must be specified
(in dB HL); the method used to determine that
range must be specified and what dynamic range4

of hearing to be covered was assumed for the
calculation of that indication range.

If clinical data are available

� Measured MPO values and clinical variability. The
method or reference how these results were
obtained has to be given, including the appropriate
statistical descriptors (e.g., average, median, quar-
tile or percentile range, number of cases) and the
selection criteria for the reference cohort.

� Maximum stable gain and variability, with, option-
ally, a criterion for revision surgery

� Variability of output noise levels
� Coupling efficiency and variability, with, option-

ally, a criterion for revision surgery

CONCLUDING REMARKS AND THE FUTURE

Limitations of the Study
This Consensus Statement on Bone Conduction Devi-

ces and Active Middle Ear Implants in Conductive and
Mixed Hearing Loss is a result of comprehensive analysis
of the literature and opinions from a large expert group of
multidisciplinary stakeholders. The strength of these
consensus statements is that the main stakeholders were
involved in the development. Competent multidisciplin-
ary opinions of experts (clinicians, audiologists, health
care specialists, and manufacturers) with experience in

acoustically stimulating devices was combined. Scientific
conferences were used to discuss the statements and to
recruit participants for the working group, fostering con-
sensus based decision-making. One limitation of this setup
is that patients were not included as part of the working
group. The present consensus aimed to provide a framework
for procedures and technical characterization. Future
upgrades of the consensus should focus more on patient-
oriented outcomes and should involve patients to address
those needs more wholly. Secondly, although the consensus
was designed as an open project, geographical representa-
tion of the authors is somewhat limited. Future updates to
the consensus should include a more diverse and more
adequate representation of expert opinions globally.

Concluding Remarks
Acoustic implants are proven, indispensable treatment

options for hearing impaired patients that cannot use
conventional hearing devices or do not benefit suffi-
ciently from such devices. Thanks to innovative research-
ers and manufacturers, several different types of these
technologically sophisticated devices are on the market,
so, for each candidate, a choice has to be made. This field
of rehabilitating hearing impaired patients is still evolv-
ing and more alternative treatments can be expected.

Future
To facilitate the creation of evidence and differential

indication criteria, the present consensus document with
a primary scope on efficacy was developed. However,
this can be only an attempt as other aspects require a more
careful structure, developed in collaboration between
stakeholders such as clinicians, patients, manufacturers,
decision-makers and researchers.

What is urgently needed and must be developed:

� Firstly, standardized methods, equipment and pro-
cedures to measure the characteristics of all devices
(see sections Clinical-audiological issues, Health
policy issues and device benefit, and Technical
Specifications).

� Secondly, to increase our knowledge on best clini-
cal practice, the creation and use of (local, national)
registries comprising surgical and audiological out-
comes (2.4). Problems to set up and effectively use
such registries have been acknowledged (37,38).
To establish and maintain a registry encompassing
clinically relevant information faces major chal-
lenges, for example, the definition of clear objec-
tives, the regulation of contribution, ownership of
data and access to data. In the meantime, clinicians
are encouraged and should contribute to post-mar-
ket surveillance programs in the interest of gener-
ating a large body of clinical experience (see
sections Market release of a new implantable
device - Over the entire time of clinical use).

� Thirdly, equally important is continuous education
on surgical and clinical standards. This requires an
organizational structure that is adapted to fast-

4 Dynamic range is the range of hearing of a patient between his/her
hearing thresholds and the loudness discomfort levels (LDL). Preferably
the MPO of a fitted hearing device should be above but close to the
LDLs in order to use the full dynamic range of hearing.
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evolving knowledge and technical possibilities,
developed and agreed upon in a partnership
between the stakeholders.

� Fourthly, regarding efficacy of the devices, mere
audiological parameters need to be complemented
by ‘‘patient-relevant’’ endpoints adequate for the
complex aspects of implantable hearing devices
and ‘‘added value’’ by generally accepted stan-
dardized and validated instruments that measure
the benefit of all classes of hearing instruments (see
section Health policy issues and device benefit).

Therefore, this consensus document should be
regarded as a starting document and guidance that will
be subject to updates and reviewed regularly.

APPENDIX (MEASUREMENTS OF THE MPO)

Importance of the MPO and Verification of the Device
Fittings

In 1990, Gatehouse and Browning (49) published their
study on the output characteristics of an implantable
BCD (the Audiant device). They used both psychophysi-
cal tests and measurement of the head vibrations, induced
by that BCD, to study the input–output behavior. Both
tests showed similar, significantly limited maximum
output levels, leading to a narrow aided dynamic range
of hearing.

Some years later, Carlsson et al. (21) addressed the
same issue, viz. measurement of device characteristics
of, in their case, percutaneous BCDs and developed a
simulator (skull simulator). They reported, amongst
others, on the (full-on) gain, noise level, and the MFO
(maximum force output level). The MFO can be
expressed in dB HL, using the RETFLdbc (a look-up
table, for details, see (21)). Nowadays, the electro-acous-
tic characteristics of all types of percutaneous BCDs are
available in the form of data sheets.

More recently, the input–output behavior of BCDs
(percutaneous and transcutaneous devices) has also been
studied in patients. Head vibrations have been studied by
using an accelerometer (50) as well as by measuring the
level of the sound radiated by the vibrating skull bone
with a microphone, either in an occluded cavity, for
example, an ear canal or nostril (50,51) or in a tempo-
rarily created cavity (forehead-mounted surface micro-
phone (52). In this way, input-output curves have been
determined and the (frequency-dependent) input level at
which the device saturates.

The MPO has been used to compare the capacity of
different types of implantable devices; for this, the
devices were temporarily programmed linearly. Under
these conditions, the MPO is the sum of the input level at
which the device saturates plus the effective gain (in dB
SPL, to be converted to dB HL) (e.g., Zwartenkot et al.
(53), Rahne et al. (54), van Barneveld et al. (51)).

Additionally, measuring input–output behavior has
been used to optimize the individual fitting of (percuta-
neous) BCDs. To this purpose, Hodgetts et al. (52)
adapted an existing fitting rule, the DSL rule. Electro-

acoustic verification of their DSL based BCD fittings was
based on skull simulator measurements. To that purpose,
the (mean) RETFLdbc values were individualized with a
correction factor, which was determined for each patient.
In this way, the patient-dependent coupling efficiency
was dealt with.

On average, the MPO value obtained from measuring
head vibrations was in accordance with that obtained
with standard skull simulator measurements (which con-
cerned percutaneous BCDs). Therefore, it was concluded
that measuring head vibrations could be applied to assess
the (individual) MPO of other types of BCDs as well,
which is especially important for fitting (all types of)
transcutaneous BCDs (51).

Alternatively, the MPO of all classes of devices,
including AMEIs can be determined in individuals by
an approach suggested by Grossöhmichen et al. (47).
Essential is that the device provides the possibility to
determine the direct thresholds by the device so that
coupling efficiency is taken into account. However, to
determine the MPO of a device with this method in a
subject or group of subjects, the input voltage to the
transducer at threshold and the maximum input voltage
provided by the device has to be available, to be provided
by the manufacturer, or has to be determined with a
sample device.

Verification of the Fittings of (Any Type of)
Implantable Device

According to fitting protocols, after hearing assessment
and device fitting using some fitting rationale, the out-
comes must be verified (e.g., (50)). For percutaneous
devices, using the DSL procedure, the outcome of the
fitting can be verified electro-acoustically (52). For other
devices, comparing prescribed and measured aided thresh-
olds is advocated for verification/validation purposes.

Just one fitting rule has been applied and evaluated
thoroughly in patients with mixed hearing loss, namely
the NAL-RP rule (25). From their study, the authors
concluded that, obviously, in predominant conductive
hearing loss, the first 20 dB of hearing loss can be
ignored. Snik et al. evaluated that rule with the proposed
adaptation (11) using published studies in patients with
predominant conductive hearing loss fitted with BCDs or
MEIs. Using the original NAL-RP rule, a discrepancy
between the measured and NAL-RP prescribed aided
thresholds of 11 dB was found, which reduced to 3 dB
when using the adapted rule (2 kHz data; accepting a
margin of 5 dB (11)). The table below presents the
desired aided thresholds and desired (effective) gain as
a function of the unaided thresholds applying that
adapted NAL-RP rule. The values in the table should
be considered as a first-order approximation. Owing to
technical limitations of certain implants, the measured
outcomes might vary; therefore, the margin of 5 dB was
introduced (11). As the effective gain is the difference
between unaided (bone-conduction) and aided thresh-
olds, obviously, it is zero or negative if the bone-conduc-
tion threshold is � 20 dB HL.
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Note that it is not suggested to use the adapted NAL-
RP rule instead of proprietary fitting rules as used in the
companies’ fitting software.

The data presented in the Table are valid for patients
with conductive and mild/moderate cochlear hearing loss
and with flat or gradually sloping audiograms.

Note. As addressed in the section Clinical-audiological
issues, aided sound-field thresholds are often used to
verify the fitting of a hearing device. However, aided
thresholds have limitations as a verification tool (50).
They might be elevated owing to noise floor effects
(device noise or ambient noise) especially in patients
with near normal cochlear sensitivity, which results in
aided thresholds to be worse than expected. Further
limitations are due to the possible use of nonlinear signal
processing (24). Also the presentation of (warble) tones
during sound field measurements might activate an auto-
matic feedback cancellation system, which results in
elevated aided threshold. Narrow-band noise stimuli or
higher modulation frequency and/or range might be the
better option. This adapted NAL-RP rule is rather insen-
sitive for disturbance by ambient noise assuming that
ambient noise in the sound booth is within the norms.
Typically, noise and/or expansion might lead to hearing
thresholds not better than 20 to 25 dBHL, in subjects with
predominant conductive hearing loss, where lower aided
thresholds were expected.

Compression might have been used to deal with a
limiting MPO. Taking compression into account (e.g., by
using the NAL-NL rule instead of the NAL-RP rule; (55);
software version 1.1) thresholds were 5 dB better (lower)
than those listed in Table 1. Using wide dynamic range
compression is not the first option to deal with a limiting
MPO as long as more powerful devices are available. It
should be mentioned that the consideration on the target
above in Table 1 can act as rule-of-thumb.
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